
SUBJECTIVE TYPE QUESTIONS

Answer the following in one word or very brie�ly.

1. What is sound?

2. What produces sound?

3. Do all vibrating bodies produce sound? Give an example.

4. What is frequency?

5. What is Galton whistle?

6. What is the frequency range up to which bats can hear?

7. What is the upper limit of sound dogs can hear?

8. Name a few sources of sound.

9. What is the range of audible frequency for human beings?

10. What are sounds having a frequency greater than 20000 Hz called?

11. What are sounds having a frequency less than 20 Hz called?

12. What do you understand by the term quality of sound?

13. In which medium sound travels (i) slowest (ii) fastest.

14. What is the recommended intensity of sound for human beings?

15. Name a medium in which sound cannot propagate.

16. Write the standard international unit of frequency.

17. What is the frequency range for ultrasonic and infrasonic sounds?

18. Which sounds are called noise?

19. Is sound a form of energy?

20. Name two animals that can hear ultrasonic vibrations.

21. Name some pleasant and unpleasant sounds?

22. Which is an audible sound?

23. Does a short or long air column produce a shrill note of high frequency?



24. Does men's or women's voice have a high frequency?

25. Name any two percussion instruments.

Answer the following brief

1. De�ine the two characteristics of sound.

2. Name two animals that can hear ultrasonic vibrations.

3. What makes our vocal cords vibrate?

4. How does the sound of a woman differ from that of a man?

5. State two differences between pitch and loudness.

6. What do you understand by the term noise? What is noise pollution

7. Suggest two ways of minimising noise pollution from your

(i) Home ___________________________________

(ii) Automobile _______________________________

(iii) State three harmful effects of noise pollution on the workers working in factories.

(iv) State two differences between musical sound and noise.

(v) What are the hazards of noise pollution?

Answer the following in appropriate detail

1. State four uses of ultrasonic vibrations.

2. Why is the sound of a sitar different from the sound of a drum?

3. Explain the terms – frequency, time period and amplitude.

4. How can you �ind the speed of sound in the air?

5. Explain sound pollution. Give two reasons for sound pollution.

6. Describe experiments to show that: (i) Sound can travel through liquids (ii) Sound can

travel through solids.

7. What is the difference between infrasonic and ultrasonic sounds?

8. What are the factors on which the pitch of a sound depends?

9. With the help of an experiment, prove that sound cannot travel in vacuum.

10. How do we hear sounds through our ears? Explain.




